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ABSTRACT
During performance testing, software engineers commonly perform application profiling to analyze an application’s traces with different inputs to understand performance behaviors, such as time and space consumption. However, a non-trivial application commonly has a large number of inputs, and it is mostly manual to identify the specific inputs leading to performance bottlenecks. Thus, it is challenging to automate profiling and find these specific inputs. To solve these problems, we propose novel approaches, FOREPOST, GA-Prof and PerfImpact, which automatically profile applications for finding the specific combinations of inputs triggering performance bottlenecks, and further analyze the corresponding traces to identify problematic methods. Special- ly, our approaches work in two different types of real-world scenarios of performance testing: i) a single-version scenario, in which performance bottlenecks are detected in a single software release, and ii) a two-version scenario, in which code changes responsible for performance regressions are identified in two consecutive releases.

For a non-trivial AUT, application profiling is mostly manual and time-consuming due to the large body of combinations of inputs. A big challenge of profiling is to automate the profiling process with the specific input data to trigger bottlenecks. Furthermore, it is also difficult to analyze execution traces to deeply understand the behaviors for identifying the causes of the exposed performance bottlenecks. To solve these problems, we proposed several novel approaches (e.g., FOREPOST, GA-Prof, and PerfImpact) to automatically profile AUTs for exposing performance bottlenecks and further identifying the problematic methods in two performance testing scenarios [17, 26, 15, 16, 18, 9, 14].

2. RELATED WORK
A large body of research work has focused on improving performance testing [21, 27, 1, 28, 24, 8]. Coppa et al. introduce a profiling idea to automatically measure the relationship between performance scalability and input sizes [6]. Zhang et al. introduce a mixed symbolic execution approach to generate tests with worsened time and memory consumption [28]. Nguyen et al. use control charts to identify the specific tests with worsened performance in a new release [19, 20]. However, little effort has been put on investigating the problematic methods leading to performance bottlenecks. Jin et al. performed an empirical study on 109 real performance bugs to extract efficiency-related rules for performance problem detection [12]. Huang et al. built a static model to measure the risk of each commit for targeting the ones responsible for the performance problems [10]. However, they are only applicable for specific patterns of performance problems and utilize static analysis to understand performance behaviors, which is prone to be time-consuming. Conversely, our approaches are aimed at selecting specific inputs to expose performance bottlenecks, and analyzing corresponding execution traces to identify problematic methods for those input-sensitive performance bottlenecks.

3. APPROACHES
This section shows approaches that automate input-sensitive profiling for performance testing in two scenarios.
3.1 A Single-Version Scenario

We propose FOREPOST and its alternative version FOREPOST\textsubscript{RAND} [17, 16], which rely on a Machine Learning algorithm (ML), RIPPER [2], to extract rules mapping performance behaviors to inputs. These rules are used to guide input selection for automating profiling and exposing bottlenecks. Furthermore, FOREPOST and FOREPOST\textsubscript{RAND} utilize Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [11, 7] to analyze the corresponding traces for identifying bottlenecks. Initially, random inputs are selected and a profiling tool is used to collect trace information (e.g., execution time) for each combination of inputs. All traces are classified into two groups, “good” and “bad”. Traces with longer execution times are marked as good, which are “good” to expose bottlenecks. Traces with shorter execution times are marked as bad, which are “bad” to expose bottlenecks. Based on the classified traces, ML extracts rules for describing performance behaviors with the corresponding inputs. FOREPOST uses these rules to choose inputs exposing performance bottlenecks (FOREPOST\textsubscript{RAND} also involves some random inputs), and start the profiling process for next iteration. Once there is no new rules extracted, profiling process is terminated. ICA is used to understand method's contributions to different performance behaviors and identify the problematic methods. Our hypothesis is that the methods with significant contributions to good traces but less/no contributions to bad traces are marked as bottlenecks.

In addition, we introduce PRESTO, which deploys FOREPOST in the cloud to help developers improve provisioning strategies guiding the cloud to (de)allocate resources for AUTs [9]. It first utilizes FOREPOST to build performance behavior models for AUTs, and then performs sensitivity analysis into provisioning strategies based on behavior models to obtain the strategies that concisely describe the relationship between inputs and resources (e.g., CPU, memory). These strategies are used to recommend requested sources to engineers who maintain AUTs' quality of service.

While FOREPOST finds specific inputs for automating profiling and identifies performance bottlenecks, it has been shown to miss some bottlenecks due to the limitations of extracted rules. FOREPOST only selects specific inputs based on extracted rules, thus, it is likely to focus on some locally hot paths but fails to explore the whole AUT comprehensively. To explore input data space as whole, we propose GA-Prof [26], which uses Genetic Algorithms (GAs) to select the specific input data likely to expose bottlenecks, automating profiling. The intuition behind this approach is mapping the selection of input data to a search and optimization problem. In GA-Prof, the instrumented AUT is running with initial inputs, and profiling information is collected and analyzed. After analyzing profiling information, GAs marks the inputs with longer elapsed execution times as fitter ones, and selects these inputs to create inputs for the next generation. GA process will be terminated when the pre-defined termination criteria are satisfied. The inputs selected by GA-Prof in the last generation are considered as the ones exposing bottlenecks.

3.2 A Two-Version Scenario

While FOREPOST and GA-Prof are able to identify bottlenecks in a single-version scenario of performance testing, they are not suitable to expose performance regressions in a two-version scenario and further locate the problematic code changes leading to the exposed performance regressions. Thus, we propose PerfImpact [18], which uses GAs to select test input data with worsen performance behaviors in a newly released version as compared to the behaviors in a previous version, and further utilizes Change Impact Analysis (CIA) [13] to analyze change's impact on performance degradation for identifying the problematic ones. First, inputs are selected randomly and sent to two versions of AUT independently. After profiling tool collects traces for each version, we obtain execution times of two versions for each combination of inputs. We hypothesize that the regression-exposing inputs have longer execution times in a new version as compared to the times in an old version. Thus, PerfImpact calculates the difference of execution times between two versions for each combination of inputs as its fitness value, and selects the ones with larger differences to create new inputs for the next generation, exposing performance regressions. Then, CIA is used to analyze corresponding execution traces to understand a method's impact on performance behaviors. We obtain an impact set for each code change, which contains a set of methods dynamically impacted by the code change. The code changes whose impact sets contain more methods with performance degradations in new version are marked as problematic ones.

4. RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

We evaluated FOREPOST, FOREPOST\textsubscript{RAND} and GA-Prof on one commercial software and three open-source applications [8, 17, 26]. The experimental results show that FOREPOST and FOREPOST\textsubscript{RAND} are able to select the inputs with longer time for exposing bottlenecks as compared to random inputs, and effectively identify real-world bottlenecks confirmed by developers. GA-Prof has been shown to be able to locate more performance bottlenecks (i.e., 5.6 bottlenecks) as compared to FOREPOST (i.e., 2 bottlenecks) [26]. The potential reason behind this is that GA-Prof is able to search test input space as a whole for finding inputs exposing performance bottlenecks, while FOREPOST only focuses on the specific ones based on extracted rules, missing some computationally intensive execution paths. Furthermore, we evaluated PerfImpact on multiple versions of open-source AUTs [18]. The results show that PerfImpact performs much better in selecting inputs leading to performance regressions (i.e., 162% - 289% longer time differences between two versions as compared to random inputs) and is able to identify problematic code changes. Moreover, the results also show that those identified code changes have non-linearly increased execution times of their impact sets in the newly released version when workload is increasing. The major contribution of this work is in using MLs and GAs for selecting inputs for exposing bottlenecks via automating application profiling. The corresponding execution traces are further analyzed for locating problematic methods. We are also planning on tailoring our approaches to feature-level granularity [22, 23, 4, 5, 25, 3] in addition to method-level, like recovering traceability links between features and bottlenecks to detect risky features.
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